
Advisory Factsheets (No. 2) 
 

DUMP SITES & COVERS FOR BULK DELIVERIES  

A good dump site for your bulk product is extremely important, but is often overlooked until 

the last minute.  

 

Although many properties and paddocks already have established dump sites, this is not 

always the case. 

 

When you order bulk fertiliser or soil ameliorants you should also consider the location of 

your dumpsite. It may even be necessary to have a paddock inspection by your contractor to 

decide on the best location.  

 

An ideal dump site is on dry, level, bare ground, free of debris. Although this is not always 

possible, long grass should be avoided and debris such as rocks, wood or metal objects are 

definitely out.  

 

The site should also be easily accessible for delivery of the product (semi-trailer) and for 

loading (front end loader). 

 

A little time and thought invested in a suitable dump site will ensure that product can be 

easily loaded into the spreading equipment. It also minimizes the chances of contamination 

with grass, cow manure and other foreign materials.  

 

A good dump site will save you money by minimizing any wastage and ensuring that spread 

pattern accuracy is not be affected. It will also be appreciated by youre spreading contractor 

and avoids delays as a result of vehicles becoming bogged or foreign objects causing costly 

and time wasting damage to machinery.  

 

Certain bulk products require covering to protect them from the elements while they are 

stockpiled prior to spreading.  

 

The products which require covering are Superphosphate and other granulated fertilisers. If 

these products are rained on, the granules will dissolve and the product becomes very 

difficult to spread. This has implications for the effectiveness of the fertiliser.  

 

Covers are normally supplied by the contractor if you do not have your own. Covers are 

generally made from silage plastic and must be weighted down. Car tires are the only suitable 

weight as they do not rip the tarp. The more car tires used the better. 
 


